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Abstract content
Opacity effects in relativistic sources of high-energy gamma-rays, such as gamma-ray bursts (GRBs)
or Blazars, can probe the Lorentz factor of the outflow as well as the distance of the emission site
from the source, and thus help constrain the composition of the outflow (protons, pairs, magnetic
field) and the emission mechanism. The attenuation of high energy photons will be probed by the
Large Area Telescope (LAT) onboard the Gamma ray Large Area Space Telescope (GLAST), the
next generation gamma-ray observatory to be launched in late 2007. While most previous works
consider the opacity in steady state, we study here the time dependence of the opacity to pair
production (\gamma\gamma \to eˆ+eˆ-), which may be especially relevant for impulsive relativistic
sources, such as flares in Blazars or the prompt emission and flares in GRBs. We present a simple,
yet rich, semi-analytic model that describes the build-up of the (target) photon field, and derive the
time and energy dependence of the optical depth τγγ . Our model features a thin spherical shell that
expands ultra-relativistically and emits isotropically in its own rest frame over a finite range of radii
(R0 ≤ R ≤ R0 + ∆R). We find that in an impulsive source (∆R
lesssimR0), while the instantaneous spectrum has an exponential cutoff above the photon energy ε1(t)
where τγγ(ε1) = 1, the time integrated spectrum has a power-law high-energy tail above the photon en-
ergy $\epsilon_{1} \sim \epsilon_1(\Delta t)where\Delta tisthedurationoftheemissionepisode.Furthermore, photonswithenergies\epsilon
> \epsilon_{1}areexpectedtoarrivemainlyneartheonsetofthespikeinthelightcurveorflare, whichcorrespondstotheshortemissionepisode.Thisarisessinceinsuchimpulsivesourcesittakestimetobuild−
upthe(target)photonfield, andthustheopticaldepthinitiallyincreaseswithtimeand\epsilon_1(t)correspondinglydecreaseswithtime, sothatphotonsofenergy\epsilon
> \epsilon_{1*}areabletoescapethesourcemainlyveryearlyonwhile\epsilon_1(t) > \epsilon.Asthesourceapproachesaquasi−
steadystate(\Delta R \gg R_0$), the time integrated spectrum develops an exponential cutoff, while
the power-law tail becomes increasingly suppressed.
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